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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Introduction
Washington State University’s Educational and Public Media
(EPM) unit has adopted a strategic plan for 2006-2010
(Attachment A) which targets the creation of an expanded local
service initiative using online distribution and extensive
collaboration with other WSU entities non-profit organizations
and the general public. This document describes this initiative in
more detail.
This initiative will expand the public service impact of WSU’s
public media and academic media services1 operations through (1)
increasing web visitors, (2) by greatly expanding the quantity of
public service content that we aggregate, and (3) by adopting a
“many-to-many” strategy where content supplied by the public
and other organizations is as important to how we aggregate value
as important as content we produce.
Background
Broadcasting is facing an uncertain future given increased competition for the attention of
listeners and viewers and given also the increased choices and demands brought to bear on
traditional revenue sources.
For public broadcasters, the traditional audience-sensitive revenue model is providing its
greatest audience reward not to local, but to national programming – programming that today
can be delivered to most users by alternative means. At the same time both internal values and
the influence of tax-based and other funders are pushing public broadcasting stations to “be
more local.” Paradoxically, the mission-driven course seems increasingly expensive, both in
terms of legacy-style production costs and challenges to revenue.
WSU’s public broadcasting stations are not exempt from these uncertainties; in fact, as smaller
operations, we may feel the pressures of changing audience and business factors earlier than
some others. Complicating that, our 15 stations and 14 translators serve a huge geographical
area, making it very difficult for those stations to be significant community institutions in any of
them through our traditional broadcasting production and distribution efforts (see
Attachment B).2 Yet local significance is key to a successful future.
The proposal which follows focuses on the emerging digital platforms, but since the
broadcasting world is familiar territory, tie-ins to our legacy platforms should be obvious. Since
these new platforms are not constrained by the scarcity of air time, the expense burdens of “big

1

Although primarily an initiative of the public media side of EPM, other higher education institutions in the region
are candidate partners. There are over 40 campuses and branch campuses of such institutions within the combined
coverage areas of Northwest Public Radio and KWSU/KTNW. Content sharing among these institutions could benefit
the mission of EPM’s Academic Media Services as well.
2 It is more than a 600-mile drive between Northwest Public Radio’s farthest-served communities, Neah Bay, WA and
Elk City, ID, and 345 miles from the southern edge of the coverage areas of KFAE (Richland, WA), KNWO
(Cottonwood, ID) and KWWS (Walla Walla, WA) to the northern edge in Canada of KQWS (Omak). Thanks to recent
satellite coverage from DirecTV and Dish Network, television now serves the entire Spokane and Yakima-PascoRichland-Kennewick markets – an area from Mount Adams in southeastern Yakima Co., WA to Eureka in
northeastern Lincoln Co., MT and from northwestern Okanogan Co., WA to southeastern Idaho Co., ID.
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craft” productions, or the ephemeral nature of broadcast scheduling, they can reach many more
potential partners and, over time, serve significant audiences.
Public broadcasting at Washington State University should be able carry its mission beyond the
limitations of the scarcity-driven world of over-the-air broadcasting, liberating it to provide
additional public service not possible in a prime-time/drive-time world. The proposal will use
“Public Media 2.0” as a shorthand way to describe public service media (1) unfettered by the
limitations of platform, time and space and (2) the value of which is enhanced by the ability to
track and learn from online usage.
A Thumbnail Environmental Analysis
Disruptive Innovations
Harvard’s Clayton Christensen has written persuasively about the impact of “disruptive
technologies” on a wide variety of industries.3 He uses the term technology in a very general
sense: “processes by which labor, capital, materials and information are transformed into
products and services of greater value.” These innovations often result in worse product
performance, at least in the short run, but bring to market a very different value proposition
through innovations that are typically cheaper, simpler, smaller, and frequently more
convenient. His research shows that when leading firms within a market fail, it’s because, in
doing the “right” thing of listening to their customers and
trying to serve them better, they concentrate their
innovation investments in sustaining innovations rather
than investing in disruptive innovations.
Über-Trends in Media
There are three über-trends that are impacting all media
today from which public broadcasting is not exempt. We
can label them digitization, democratization, and
personalization. Digitization principally refers to the
encounter of content with mathematics – the ability to mathematically describe content down to
the minutest length – a frame, for example – and that these descriptive metadata can be used to
search and manipulate content in ways never before possible. Democratization refers to the
growing participation of citizens in creating and distributing media – blogs, vlogs, photos,
podcasts, on-demand videos, user curation, etc. Personalization is short-hand for the wide
variety of Web-based tools that people now have to enable them to provide for themselves, their
friends and others with whom they share common interests very easy-to-use means of accessing
aural and visual content.
A practical effect of the democratization trend is that other non-profit, educational and
governmental entities are recognizing the power of using new media platforms for their own
communication needs. Many of these organizations are now “rolling their own” Web-based
distribution efforts.

3

Clayton M. Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma, New York: HarperBusiness, 2000 (orig. pub., Harvard Business
School Press, 1997).
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The Long Tail
Along with “Web 2.0” and its relatives, another current meme is “the long tail.” Chris Anderson,
editor-in-chief of Wired, launched the term in an October 2004 article of the same name in that
magazine. It was expanded into a book that has been, ironically, on the Amazon and New York
Times non-fiction best-seller lists.4 The irony comes from the book being a hit – a book about
the economics of selling non-hit content. Anderson documents that sales, usage, etc. tend to
follow a “power law” distribution, with a limited range of hits (which we as traditional
broadcasters want to populate) followed by a “long tail” of non-hits.
Research is showing that with the right tools and a large enough body of content, content
services in the non-hit area can provide compelling benefits. For us, creating as large an archive
as possible of content, providing state-of-the-art search and personalization tools, unbundling
and rebundling content in creative ways,5 and working collaboratively with a large number of
partners will build an audience in the “yellow zone” in Attachment C.
The “Public Broadcasting 1.0” Landscape
From 2001-2003, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting sponsored a Digital Distribution
Implementation Initiative and published radio and television final reports called Sustaining the
Mission. Included in those reports were separate estimates of the radio and television
landscapes in 2008. They still seem valid and have been included as Attachments D and E to
this document. Had this been written today, on-demand would have been included as an
important development in the radio landscape,
not just the television one, and both would have
noted the developments in the “Über-Trends in
Media” and “Public Broadcasting 2.0” sections
below. Think of these attachments as still-valid
overviews of where “Public Broadcasting 1.0” is
heading, but missing most of the “2.0”
developments.
It is important to service and nourish our “1.0”
world for the foreseeable future because it
represents large accumulations of listener- and
viewer-hours.6 However, although we did not
create it, the 2.0 world described in what follows
is a reality which we must accommodate for both opportunity and threat reasons. In many
ways, the two worlds can be seen as complementary – mirror images of each other. Disruptive
technologies do replace legacy technologies. We need to be prepared for that eventuality even
though the time horizon may not be within the career span of the baby boomers who tend to
run stations today.
4

Chris Anderson, The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less of More, Hyperion, 2006.
Terry Heaton, “The Remarkable Opportunities of Unbundled Media,” Terry Heaton’s PoMo Blog,
http://www.donatacom.com/papers/pomo48.htm.
6 Northwest Public Radio’s spring 2006 Arbitron ratings gave a weekly cumulative audience of 110,700 persons 12+.
Its average audience at any one time between 6 a.m. and midnight was 7,100, which translates to annual contact
hours of 46.6 million (excluding midnight-6 a.m. listening and Canadian listening). The most recent Nielsen Media
audience measure for WSU’s two public television stations is a four-survey average from May 2004-February 2005.
Converted to persons 2+, it showed a weekly cumulative audience of 63,500. KWSU and KTNW were gaining
carriage on DirecTV and Dish Network during and after this measurement period, so its audience has benefited from
the gain of 412,000 new covered persons and will grow more when the 2006 data are released.
5
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Public Broadcasting’s Audience
Nationally, public television’s audience has been shrinking for a decade and public radio’s
audience has now begun to do the same in the last couple of years. Radio listening in the top 50
markets will also now be measured by meters, and early research is showing a decline in
reported average quarter-hour listening to public radio.
Again, for national audiences, the decline for public television has been proportionately less
than that for commercial broadcast networks. In public radio’s case, its growth has bucked
more than two decades of decline by radio in general. Public broadcasting’s better-than-average
performance should not give us too much comfort, however, because there are even greater
challenges ahead from “disruptive technologies.” They promise continuation of these declines in
audience and because most stations have already implemented best-practice countermeasures
in audience and revenue management.
Public television now serves about three in ten Americans each week with some 115 million userhours (one person watching one hour), while public radio serves about one in nine people each
week with some 225 million user-hours (see Attachment C for a graphical representation).
The audience numbers increase about 70% if one
looks at monthly audience. However, with more than
three out of five Americans either not interested or
not finding it convenient to utilize either public
medium during a typical week, we have a significant
opportunity as an industry to grow audiences among
non- or light users.
Sample sizes for local markets lead to more volatility
in reported usage than for the national sample,
however, Northwest Public Radio’s audience has
bucked the recent trend for public radio audiences to
level off or decline. The audience of our two television stations followed the national decline
over the past decade and one-half, but new direct broadcast satellite carriage, which is
important in our region, has resulted in the restoration of audience levels to those of about a
decade ago and should increase again for KWSU which just got new carriage in January 2006
(see previous footnote).
Lastly, we should look at our web audience. Web audiences are small (for our web sites, weekly
unique visitors are 2.3% of our television weekly cumulative audience and 4.4% of radio’s), the
average time spent on the sites is low (except for streaming users), and geographically dispersed
across the globe. Only about one-third of non-spider7 visits to the NWPR web site come from IP
addresses8 within the coverage area of the stations. Many come to the web site, not because they
have a relationship with NWPR, but because they have entered a term in a search engine for
which NWPR ranks fairly highly. Attachment F contains three maps showing the dispersion
of the zip codes of Internet service providers for visitors to Northwest Public Radio’s web site in
7

A “spider” is a computer program employed by search engines that periodically visit and index web pages on all
accessible sites so they can be used to provide search results. There are about 30 such spiders that visit our web
pages, 15-17 on any given day, with some visiting multiple times per day.
8 An Internet Protocol address is for the computer user’s Internet Service Provider (ISP). That may be a company or
institution like Washington State University, a nationwide ISP like AOL, or a local provider like First Step Internet.
Therefore, sometimes the IP address does not reflect the true location of the end user.
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a 24-hour period. The largest concentration of user IP addresses outside NWPR’s coverage area
is elsewhere in the Northwest. Note also that since the map pins represent ISP zip codes, there
are on the average 4.4 users per map pin in Attachment F.
Even though the web audiences are small relative to broadcast audiences, measured on a
cumulative basis, if one considers the differences between “Public Media 1.0” and “Public Media
2.0” (see the section headed Public Broadcasting/Public Media 2.0 below), the picture
changes. The audience rewards for legacy broadcasting are best measured by average audience
at any one time. However, since content is archived, searchable, and gains value through social
interaction in the “2.0” world, cumulative audience is a better measure of audience rewards
there. Applying this back to our current web audience, then, Northwest Public Radio’s weekly
unique web visitors is about 70% its of current average quarter hour audience 6 a.m-midnight.
Weekly unique visitors to KWSU and KTNW online are some 60% greater than the average
quarter hour audience for those stations.
Because archival value is accrued over a much longer time period than a week, the comparison
to average listening or viewing would be even more favorable. Public radio stations who have
tracked archival usage are reporting greater online listening than live broadcast listening of local
news and analysis programming measured over one to three year time periods.9 In other words,
even with low relative web usage (there are strategies
and trends to increase that substantially), the public
service return – audience usage – from the very large
investment that stations make in local production can
be easily doubled in a reasonable period of time.
Funding Assumptions for “1.0” Operations
Listener- and viewer-sensitive revenue –
memberships and underwriting – are important to
public broadcasting, but are remarkably small in
terms of revenue per unit of usage. In public radio
nationally, gross listener-sensitive revenue is just
2.2¢ per listener-hour (for Northwest Public Radio, it is 3.0¢). Nationally, public television’s
gross revenue per viewer hour is 4.4¢ (for KWSU/KTNW, it is 2.8¢,) but that is still a small
number and that revenue is more transactional10 than relationship-based.
Tax-based sources have seen significant reductions for many licensees – though even many
conservative states “stepped up to the plate” when it came time to capitalize the cost of the
digital television conversion. Compared to other states, Washington (via WSU) has been more
forthcoming than most on the operating revenue side and less forthcoming than most on the
capital side. Foundation and major giving are potential revenue sources for the station
community but the same is true for virtually every non-profit. However, competition for these
funds from the widespread use of best practices in the non-profit community is keen.
Northwest Public Radio will do well to maintain inflationary increases for memberships from
broadcast audiences, and that’s true for KWSU/KTNW television as well. KWSU has two other
public television stations in most of its coverage area that aggressively solicit memberships and
it does not purchase the full PBS program schedule. KTNW is appropriately competitive for
9

Similar data for television are not available.
The attraction of the value of the premium or thank-you gift, rather than the relationship, as the primary donor
incentive.
10
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memberships in its market. Both public television stations have noticed an increase in
membership revenue since their coverage was recently extended to DirecTV and Dish Network.
NWPR has made recent investments in underwriting staffing and technology and in major
donor solicitation that are beginning to pay off. KWSU/KTNW is seeking to fill an underwriting
position after leaving this position unfilled for several years.
Public Broadcasting/Public Media 2.0
The “1.0” landscape described above has a familiar and
relatively simple content flow. Producers provide content to
aggregators (wholesalers), aggregators to stations (retailers),
and stations to listeners and viewers. Most significantly, with
the exception of a few producing stations and professional
independent producers, content flow was one way. The “2.0”
landscape complicates every one of these relationships,
including those with listeners and viewers. Attachment G
describes content flow in this new world.
The “2.0” meme has gained currency in the past year or two, especially as it applies to the Web,
but has been applied to other media as well. It implies user-driven systems with access to great
depths of content and, most importantly, that the mechanisms built into 2.0 systems enable
users to improve the value of these systems as they’re used. The following table describes the
concept as it applies to public media:
Characteristic
Aggregate usage
Audience measurement
Audience rewards
Content flow
Distribution

Public Media 1.0
Large
Estimated
Average
Linear
One-to-many

Dominant "craft"

Radio, television

Governing paradigm
Limit to content offerings
Operations mode
Producer branding importance
Professional curation
Program usage
Programming strategy
Revenue per user-hour
Usage adds value to collection?
User "conversation"
User curation

Scarcity
Air time
Push
Marginal
On the ground
Real time
Hits
Small
No
Nil
Nil

Public Media 2.0
Small
Enumerated
Cumulative
Complex
Many-to-many
Audio, radio,
television, video
Abundance
Storage
Pull
Greater
5,000-foot level
Non-real time
Long tail
Large
Yes
Active
Key

Value horizon

Often ephemeral

Indefinite
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The Expanded Local Service Initiative
So what is an effective response to the “disruptive technology” opportunities and
threats faced by public broadcasters, to the need to become more significant
community institutions, and to the financial challenges we face? How can our
stations make repositioning investments when we can’t even afford to sustain
our historical franchise and, without heroic fund-raising efforts, make required investments in
digital transmission? Clayton Christensen, quoted earlier, says it is very difficult for existing
organizations to “disrupt themselves.” Our culture, comfort level, skill sets, and “customer
service imperative” are all in the “1.0” world. Can we adapt to these new realities?11
What follows is an attempt to answer each of those questions positively. It provides the outlines
of a plan to create an “Expanded Local Service Initiative” (let’s call it ELSI, pronounced “Elsie,”
for sake of brevity) that incorporates what is now known about the characteristics of both the
“1.0” and “2.0” worlds and which can be implemented for a
relatively modest investment. It does require cultural adjustments
and the expansion of skill sets that have been recently
implemented in most stations, but not huge leaps or dramatic
changes to “1.0” operations.
The “elevator ride” version of the ELSI concept is that it utilizes
new digital distribution platforms to aggregate a repository of
public service media content from stations and their partners in
the non-profit, education and governmental space as well as
content from their constituents. Its public face will be the existing
web spaces of the partner organizations – fully conforming to the
look and feel of partner sites, capable of priority display of partner
content on those sites, yet providing easy access to all content for
all users.
As was stated at the beginning of this paper, we will expand our
public service impact through (1) increasing web visitors, (2) by greatly expanding the quantity
of public service content that we aggregate, and (3) by adopting a “many-to-many” strategy
where content supplied by the public and their community organizations is as important to how
we aggregate value as important as content we produce.
A Community Aggregation Strategy
ELSI should be seen as part of an online aggregation strategy. We should look to using the
following Web components:
•
•
•
•

Broadcast support items already on the Web
Calendars for station and partner events
Community-based text such as newspaper editorials and columnists
ELSI media from our stations, partners and citizens

11 National Public Radio recently concluded an in-depth planning process called “New Realities” involving staff,
management, board, stations, and some independent producers. Much of the ground covered is equally relevant to
public television as it is public radio. Two of the resulting reports are important reading for professionals in both
media, both written by consultant Robert Paterson: The Wisdom of Crowds: Your Emerging Business Plan, available
at http://npr.laudably.com/attachments/503/NPRReport1final2.doc, and Creating the Space: Moving from Theory
to Action, available at http://npr.laudably.com/attachments/507/Report2CreatingtheSpace.pdf.
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•

Weblogs that are written by staff and citizens in the community

In combination, these will provide a greatly expanded level of community visibility. Inbound
links from partners and bloggers provide increased traffic and cross-linking improves the
station’s ranking within search results. Rather than the one-to-many relationship we’ve
historically had with our audience, this adds (1) access to content at a user’s convenience and (2)
a two-way relationship with the content provider that’s increasingly expected by media
consumers.
There are several prototypical Web-based efforts that are incorporating elements of the ELSI
strategy. In commercial television, ABC affiliate WKRN sponsors more than a dozen blogs,
including Nashville Is Talking which itself aggregates more than 400 blogs in Nashville. 12 The
Lawrence Journal-World, located in a community similar to Moscow and Pullman, has a highly
innovative and localized web presence.13 Wisconsin Public Radio and Television sponsor
Portalwisconsin.org, a site which provides information about culture, arts, humanities and
history statewide. The WGBH Forum produces and distributes lectures from area libraries and
higher education institutions. 14 The
ResearchChannel does something similar for
a consortium of research universities
(including WSU), but expands distribution to
include Dish Network and some cable
distribution.15
Partners
Attachment H shows a representation of
potential NWPR/KWSU partners in the
public service arena. The attachment also
lists examples of the type of content that each
potential partner might provide. Station
content would include traditional “big craft” television and radio programs and excerpts from
those programs. Non-traditional audio and video (think podcasts or the WGBH Forum series)
would include content from the following partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Civic organizations
Government
Higher education
Individuals
K-12 education
Libraries and archives
Museums
Performance arts organizations
Visual arts organizations
Other public broadcasting stations

12

Nashville ABC affiliate WKRN has blogs for its G.M., all its air personalities, and some 400 Nashville-area blogs.
See http://www.wkrn.com and http://www.nashvilleistalking.com. According to Dave Sifry, CEO of blog tracker
Technorati, there are 10-13 million active weblogs in the U.S., so that would mean Washington has over 200,000
active weblogs authored within the state.
13 http://www.ljworld.com/.
14 http://forum.wgbh.org/wgbh/.
15 http://www.researchchannel.org/.
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Operations
Our stations would serve as a gateway for content they curate, not at the individual program
level as we do in broadcasting, but at the contributor level. Station personnel would develop
trusted relationships with content providers and establish parameters for the partnership which
arguably should include mutual distribution agreements to build audiences outside the station’s
distribution sphere (the red and blue circles in Attachment C).
Additionally, stations could provide production services to partners (as, for example, WGBH
does for a fee for participating non-profits in the WGBH Forum initiative). They also can
provide editing and digitization services as well as marketing and promotion.
Attachment I is an ELSI content flow diagram on four pages (I-1: Sources, I-2: Networks,
I-3: Destinations, I-4: Combined) assuming that Open Media Network (OMN) is used as
the digital distribution engine or “back end.”16 This would not limit content distribution to
OMN, so the diagram shows secondary distribution by other online video distributors. OMN
has been designed with the advice of public radio and television professionals. It includes the
key components that are necessary, including:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audio and video in one interface
Broadcast quality encoding rates supported
for audio and video (including HDTV)
Digital rights management
Export (“synching”) of audio and content to
TiVo or Windows Media DVRs,17 and mobile
devices like iPods etc.
Firefox, Internet Explorer and Mac support
Format-agnostic delivery (WMA, WMV
required for DRM, but can distribute any
encoding format or encoding bit rate)
Grid network (peer-to-peer technology) for fast and inexpensive content delivery
Network distribution
Payment systems
Search
“Skinning” content offerings to a station’s or partner’s look and feel
Station- and partner-branded client software
Storage
Underwriting insertion (1.x release)
User tagging and comments
XML export of selected content items to station and partner web sites

16

http://www.omn.org/.
TiVo and Windows Media DVR devices and Windows Media mobile devices should all be considered multimedia
players cable of both audio and video playback. For example, TiVo can now download podcasts over home networks
for listening.
17
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A “Distributed Portal”
Portals are controversial within the Web community.18 Many argue that modern distribution
techniques such as syndicated (RSS, Atom) feeds diminish the effectiveness of portals. Although
ELSI could include a single aggregation site, such as portalwisconsin.org has done for calendar
information, what this proposal describes should really be considered a distributed portal.
Despite what sounds like an oxymoronic label, in fact, the concept gains much of its power from
the fact that content is mirrored on both the station.org and partner.org web sites under their
own “look and feel” and because those sites plus others are peered in such a way that content is
accessible to a broader group of users than station-plus-partner sites will aggregate.
Furthermore, NWPR/KWSU/KTNW and their partners could and should distribute the
distribution client program as broadly as possible to their constituents. For example, we could
send a CD to our members that contains a branded NWPR or KWSU/KTNW client with our own
programs “bubbled up” to the top, but also prominently including programs from our partners
and also all the audio and video programs in the Open Media Network archive. Similarly, we
could benefit when our partners include our programs prominently in their own distribution.
Financial
Current OMN policy is to provide its services for free to producers which are offering free access
to their content to the entire OMN user base and are charging a percentage of sales (smaller
than commercial industry practice) for distribution of paid content. OMN has an agreement
with Public Interactive (PI) to provide services relating to the customization of station and
partner web sites and branded client software. PI will charge for these services. OMN does not
provide digitization services and EPM could earn revenue from digitizing partner content.
For a revenue perspective, the natural way for us to evaluate this is to assume that, because the
Web audience at any one time is so much smaller than the broadcast audience, the revenue
potential is small. But remember that the net return in user-sensitive revenue for the broadcast
side is very small per contact hour. Much of the content an organization posts to ELSI will be
mission-driven and something you wish to be free, but some will have a premium value.
Revenue possibilities include but aren’t limited to the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distribution fees for archived content on a pay-per-use or subscription basis over their
digital capacity (DTV or FM HD Radio) or via relationships they have with cable VOD
services.
Free-to-members access to certain content (which might include programming from an
enlightened NPR, PRI, APM, PBS or APT)
Partner fees for production
Pay-per-view
Pay-to-own
Subscription access
Tax-based and foundation-based revenues reinforced by archival distribution
Underwriting revenue

18

A Web portal, used loosely in this context, is a site designed to provide a single entrance point for aggregated
content. Portalwisconsin.org, which aggregates calendar information for arts, culture, history and humanities
organization is that state is an example.
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Attachment A: WSU Educational & Public Media ● 2006-2010 Plan
Educational and Public Media supports Washington State University’s strategic goals [… best
undergraduate experience in a research university / … world-class environment for research,
scholarship, graduate education, the arts, and engagement / … an environment of trust and
respect … / … a culture of shared commitment to quality …] through the use of media
technologies. EPM provides services that advance education, citizenship and culture in the
region. Specifically, they:
• Extend educational opportunities by providing formal and informal learning
opportunities to people through what is broadcast, through distribution of educational
programming on multiple platforms, and through the provision of production
experiences in electronic media.
• Improve the quality of life in the region by providing programming and services
that extend WSU beyond its physical campuses and operating centers.
• Enhance citizenship by informing people and promoting dialogue about the issues
facing their world and their communities.
• Promote culture by making available, supporting, and encouraging excellent
performance and original creation in the arts and humanities.
• Provide leadership through expertise in media technologies.
Approach
EPM will embrace the sea-change* in electronic media triggered by trends toward
digitization, personalization and democratization, invigorating and broadening our
services. In the past, these services have centered on real-time media. Those will continue to be
our “bread and butter,” with a commitment to quality, reach, loyalty, standards and stewardship
of facilities. To these, EPM will add new services that empower students, faculty, listeners and
viewers to engage media in their own time, customized to their own needs and interests. We will
supplement our existing mix of university, federal and private funding with external funding
from organizations which encourage innovation. We will encourage and reward collaboration,
both within EPM and WSU and with external partners.
Our aspiration over the next four years will be for our university colleagues statewide to
recognize EPM as being aligned with and important to the WSU strategic plan, and for public
media to be providing innovative services to and from listeners, viewers and partners beyond
the current limitations of geography, plat-forms, time schedules and organization constraints.
Academic Media Services
Our AMS theme will be empowerment in the creation and distribution of media content that
advance the university’s missions. The services and support provided by AMS and its
predecessor organizations are about empowering faculty to teach and students to learn. The
focus for new services will be on innovation, tools and training to permit staff, faculty and
students at WSU to effectively utilize emerging media technologies that involve less professional
intervention at the operations level. Convergence of traditional and Internet Protocol
technologies is already well underway, but additional work needs to happen in making these
successful. AMS will also aggregate, curate and distribute media assets from WSU and external
sources for use by the WSU community.
Short-term priorities in this four-year period will be (1) cementing the union of the units
formerly known as ISS and WHETS into a single entity within the university’s consciousness, (2)
enhancing IP videoconferencing, (3) strengthening the performance of our networks, and (4)
expansion of video-on-demand services for the statewide university community.
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Public Media
Our public media theme will be convergence of traditional distribution platforms and emerging
distribution platforms, both real time and non-real time. This convergence will require an
encounter with a mirror-image world where virtually every benchmark and modus operandi
seems contrary to our legacy experiences. We will work hard to understand and adjust to these
differences while at the same time working hard to preserve current audiences that are
challenged by the disruptions they represent. Using these new tools, we will work to expand our
local service through partnerships with other educational entities, non-profit, government and
community-based organizations, creating a networked public sphere.
Short-term priorities in this four-year period will be (1) implementation of a phased online
Expanded Local Service Initiative, (2) replacement of obsolete production and transmission
facilities, (3) reinvigorating local production, and (4) completion of the transition to digital
transmission for television and radio.
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Attachment B: WSU Public Media Coverage.

DBS = DirecTV and Dish Network satellite services.
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Attachment C: The Public Broadcasting Weekly Cumulative Audience
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Attachment D: The Radio Landscape in 200819
The DDII20 core working group made the following educated projections about our environment
five years hence.
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Local ownership of commercial radio stations will have all but disappeared and perhaps
along with it most local voices except for the “basics” – local news, sports, traffic and
weather.
Digital broadcasting on the AM and FM bands will be an established technology;
however, the landscape is likely to remain littered with insufficiently compelling or failed
digital radio innovations. If the effort underway in 2003 to acquire the capability within
the HD Radio standard for additional programming and/or data streams and if that
capability is embraced by both commercial and public broadcasters, HD Radio could well
prove by 2008 to have been a successful exception to earlier failures.
NPR, PRI and other organizations controlling sufficient public radio content will have
found ways to distribute some of that content directly to consumers.
Satellite audio providers along with Internet broadcasting will provide noticeable
competition to public radio programming as will new media entries from mission
competitors like museums, libraries, archives and educators. In this time frame, it is
likely that these will challenge the music and arts component of our business rather than
the news component (with the possible exception of certain niches) due to the lower
barriers of entry.
The lack of available spectrum for public radio programming will be even more acute and
will be exacerbated by the commercial licensees’ interest in limiting competition. This
will cause commercial competitors to seek Web and other outlets (perhaps including the
audio capacity of digital television broadcasting and/or the newly established
video/multimedia broadcast service – both of which could enable “surround sound”
radio stations) for distribution opportunities.
Asynchronous listening and the use of platforms other than terrestrial broadcast will
continue to grow, but at an uncertain rate.
New forms of distribution will gain a foothold and in some instances may even be
economically viable, in this time frame they are unlikely to displace much of the listening
to traditional terrestrial broadcasting.
In the new mobile video/multimedia broadcast service carved out of the former high
UHF television spectrum (700 MHz), the first stations will be just beginning operation,
some perhaps with radio stations as partners.21

19 Exerpted from: Dennis L. Haarsager, consultant, Sustaining the Mission: Radio Strategic Investment Scenarios,
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Fall 2003.
20 Digital Distribution Implementation Initiative sponsored by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting from
November 2001 through October 2003.
21 As this is written in October 2006, this bullet point from 2003 could be expanded to include operations in other
spectrum now being auctioned for WiMax and related broadband wireless services that will provide significant
disruptive impact (but also new capabilities) to radio broadcasters.
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment E: The Television Landscape in 200822
Using the Accenture-PBS-CPB environmental scan as a starting point, the DDII23 core working
group made the following projections about our environment five years hence:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Local stations will continue to serve mass audiences, but primarily through cable and
DBS.24 Off-air reception is likely to be of minor consequence as a last-mile distribution
technology for mass audiences, but many licensees may find it useful as a delivery
platform for specialized content designed for niche audiences, in some instances as a
partner to public service entities who require access to distribution services.
Viewers/users will choose programming from among increasingly customized and
personalized options, using on-demand services provided by content aggregatordistributors.
Ownership of both distribution infrastructure and program production will be even more
concentrated than it is today.
Television revenues will continue to shift away from the dominance of advertising
(though it will remain an important part of the overall revenue mix), with increased
reliance on subscription revenues at lower and lower levels of aggregation (e.g., more
often pay-per-view and less often pay-per-channel or pay-per-service-tier).
Advertising revenues are likely to prove insufficient to support the current broad array of
channels available to cable and DBS viewers, causing many to fold, and spurring cable
and DBS operators to shift bandwidth to alternative revenue models.
PBS and perhaps other organizations controlling sufficient public television content will
have found ways to distribute some of that content directly to consumers.
Cable, DBS and other multi-channel providers along with Internet broadcasting will
provide noticeable competition to public television programming as will new media
entries from mission competitors like museums, libraries, archives and educators.
Cable carriage of PTV multicast programming will have been obtained not through “must
carry,” but “must convince.” Cable and DBS will continue to press legal challenges in
order to maintain their ability to program their systems as they deem appropriate. In
markets with multiple public television stations but no collaborative programming
strategy, some stations will find themselves shut out of vital carriage of program streams
by multi-channel system operators.
The steady erosion of audience and audience-based (and conceivably tax-based) revenue
will continue to threaten the existence of a substantial number of licensees, at least as
stand-alone operations. The public television system in 2008 will be more condensed
than it is today in licensees if not in transmitters.
A variety of wired and wireless technologies will be competing to deliver services to the
household, most of them through two-way communications technologies with greater
bandwidth or capability than over-the-air broadcast.
Audiences will still value storytelling; however, despite the volume of material, critically
notable content is likely to remain scarce.

22

Exerpted from: Dennis L. Haarsager, consultant, Sustaining the Mission: Television Strategic Investment
Scenarios, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Fall 2003.
23 Digital Distribution Implementation Initiative sponsored by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting from
November 2001 through October 2003.
24 The DDII consensus anticipated that off-air analog reception will continue to serve a substantial audience for as
long as it is available -- an audience of secondary and tertiary receivers in cable and DBS homes, of local channel
viewers in smaller markets, and in the 15% or so of homes that do not subscribe to multi-channel services.
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
•

In the new mobile video/multimedia broadcast service carved out of the former high
UHF television spectrum (700 MHz), the first stations will be just beginning operation,
some perhaps with radio stations as partners.

The trend-line in television suggests to us the necessity of developing skills and services beyond
our core legacy business of terrestrial broadcasting.
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment F: Zip codes for ISPs of Visitors to NWPR.org for 24 hours
ending 10:45 p.m. 10/10/2006
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment G: Content Flow in the “1.0” and “2.0” Worlds
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment H: Potential ELSI Partners and Content for Northwest Public
Radio/KWSU/KTNW-TV Implementation
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Expanded Local Service Initiative

Attachment I-1: ELSI Content Flow Sources Diagram Using Open Media
Network
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment I-2: ELSI Content Flow Networks Diagram Using Open Media
Network
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment I-3: ELSI Content Flow Destinations Diagram Using Open
Media Network
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Expanded Local Service Initiative
Attachment I-4: ELSI Content Flow Diagram Using Open Media Network
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